
Heavy Duty Casters



 Featuring a special yoke design, these institutional designed casters swivel with ease. 
Optional brake pedals are made of high grade fiber-filled plastic on a strength enhanced  
aluminum alloy for maximum durability. Combined with a high performance total lock brake, 
these casters are easily activated and disengaged when necessary. The braking systems  
are offered in 90° directional locks, 180° directional locks and total locks. Multiple bearing  
solutions such as plain bearings, ball bearings and dual ball bearings are also available. 

 For over 25 years, we at FCI Molded Products Inc. have been providing the  
furniture industry with commodity components including levelers, glides and  
casters. Now, in addition to our furniture casters, we are pleased to announce a new 
line of heavy duty caster offerings. High grade medical and institutional casters with 
a wide range of optional features including total locking brakes. Whether you are in 
need of a swivel, rigid, braking, non-marking or a combination, we’re here to help. We 
invite you to take a look at this brief overview of the various lines we are pleased to 
introduce. Detailed specifications regarding measurements, materials and load  
capacities are available through any of our representatives. 
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INSTITUTIONAL SERIES



Various attachment  
options include:

• friction stem  
caster inserts

• threaded stems
• flat plates
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Diverse braking  
options such as:

• 90° directional 
• 180° directional
• Total locking

Refer to page 6  
for a complete list  

of our wheel  
options available 

Choose your  
preference of  

ball bearing or  
plain  bearing 

Load Capacity of 
125lbs to 625lbs
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Designed specifically for the medical industry,  
the M.G. Series features a synthetic cover over a  

pressed steel housing unit to ensure maximum  
strength. They perform well even in moist  

environments and resist rust and oxidation.  
Precision ball bearings in both the swivel head  

and wheel allow for a wide range of motion.  
Wheel options include TPR and PP core  

and resolute rubber on PP core.  

The combination of advanced soft  
thermoplastic rubber wheels and precision 

 ball bearings provide smooth and quiet  
operations. Wheels available in sizes  
ranging from 4 - 6 inches in diameter.

M.G. SERIES

M.G.+ SERIES

M.G.+ Series casters provide a great fit  
for most medical center applications,  

from beds to carts and everything  
in-between. They continue to perform in 

various environments including those with 
moisture as they resist oxidation and rust. 

The combination of a precision ball bearing, 
soft thermoplastic rubber wheels and a fiber 
reinforced plastic structure provide smooth 

and quiet operation. Little to no maintenance 
is necessary for optimum performance.  

Wheel sizes of 100mm x 32mm  
and 125mm x 32mm are available.
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STAT SERIES

 Our STAT Series was made with medical and institutional applications in mind where 
silence is essential. These casters allow for smooth and easy rolling providing a noticeably 
reduced effort in operating the mounted equipment. Thread guards prevent strings, small 
wires and debris from affecting the operation of the caster. Each caster features a high grade 
synthetic housing, double ball bearing swivel head and corrosion resistant and non-marking 
wheels. Stainless steel components and directional locks are also available for this model. 
Wheel sizes from 3 inches to 5 inches are available.

Mounting options include:

Plate Threaded Stud Bolt Hole Straight Stem

Special features include:

Total Locking Brake Directional  
Locking Brake

Long Pedal E-Conductive
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ASCENDANT SERIES

ASSURED SERIES

Our Ascendant Series casters feature frames made from high grade synthetic material and 
precision ball bearings in both the swivel head and the wheels. Dual brake pedals allow for 

easy engaging and disengaging on demand. 

Stainless steel components are also available.

E-Conductive Directional 
Locking Brake

Total Locking 
Brake

E-Conductive

The Assured series offers a high grade synthetic material and 
a low overall height for smaller applications. With two precision 
ball bearings in swivel head, smooth operation is guaranteed. 
Wheel tread is available in two options; TPR on a PP core and 
resolute rubber on a PP core. Give us a call to discuss any of 

the many further options available.
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High-TemperaturePP WPPR CPD

NylonRubber on Aluminum

Have a specific application in mind?  
We’ve got a wheel for your every need and 
we’re here to help every step of the way.

We’ll help you find the right materials for the 
right applications and optimum performance.
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TPR on PP Core (514)Blue Resilient Rubber QPU on AL Core WPP

W Resolute WheelNPPR PU on PP Core Resolute Wheel 

TPR on PP Core (515)WMRC E-Conductive Rubber



HEAD OFFICE BRANCH OFFICE

FCI Molded Products Inc.
550 Applewood Crescent
Concord, Ontario, L4K 4B4

Telephone: (416) 798-7887
Toll Free: 1 (800) 849-4011
Fax: (905) 660-0179

FCI Molded Products Inc.
240 Ardelt Ave
Kitchener, Ontario, N2C 2L9

Telephone: (519) 741-1104
Toll Free: 1 (800) 265-6178
Fax: (519) 741-1103

A DIVISION OF 

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

Since FCI Molded Products Inc’s amalgamation into The Accurate Group of Companies in 1990, we’ve 
always gone the “extra-mile” for our customers. We provide quality products, competitive pricing and 
responsive knowledgeable staff who know how to keep your business moving. 

FCI has supplied caps, glides and levelers on rapid turnaround to the furniture industry. Now one of the 
largest stocking distributors in Canada, our inventory is constantly expanding. We distribute thousands 
of parts in plastic, steel, zinc and aluminum in an array of colours and finishes for multiple industries 
including;  automotive, appliance, furniture and medical. In stock and on time, FCI is committed to  
providing quality goods and service at a competitive price.


